
Automated Security Operations

Do it right from the outset by using automation from the offset, otherwise 
you will be drowning in alerts

Are You Implementing a SIEM or SOC?

The Issue

Adding an automation layer into your SIEM and security monitoring is the only way to help your team 
understand the context of alerts, know who they need to liaise with, and enable them to scale to the 

demands of modern day security incidents.

See a skills shortage as 
an impediment to incident 

response efforts

Report a remediation time of 
2 to 7 days

Report a dwell time of 2 to 
7 days

Say corporate-owned assets 
are involved in investigations

Do not currently assess their 
incident response program

A recent survey of incident responders by the 
SANS Institute has found that:

Key Findings

Millions of security events sent to the 
SOC team

SIEM solutions find actionable content 
but produce many false positives

 SOC analysts have to answer a number 
of contextual questions

Weakly integrated tools mean analysts 
spend a great deal of time going back 

and forth

Our Solution
The SOCAutomation platform seamlessly plugs into all SIEMs and then rapidly adds the much 

needed context to incidents, making the security analysts job far ‘slicker’ by delivering knowledge to 
his/her fingertips.

Once an analyst has this rich compendium of information, they can then quickly decide to escalate 
the alert to an incident. From there, SOCAutomation is able to automatically trigger remediation 

steps performed by third party tools (e.g. run a vulnerability scan, block an IP on the firewall, 
quarantine device, etc.).



SOCAutomation offers a huge library of automation use cases, fully and easily customisable to fit specific security and 
IT environments and technologies. SOCAutomation provides an Automated Security Modelling (ASM) layer. This object 

oriented modeller enables the SOC and security team to build a library of automation use cases.

Below are some real-world use cases we have actively implemented. These show just how extensive our automation 
capabilities are, including automated context collection and third party solution orchestration. For a more technical and 

detailed overview of these use cases, please view our technical task management datasheet.

Example Use Cases

Known malware sender 
detected

Scan mailboxes and 
attachments for malware

AUTOMATED
6 Seconds

MANUAL
1 Hours

Forward to sandboxer

AUTOMATED
0.5 Seconds

MANUAL
0.5 Hours

Quarantine and block email

AUTOMATED
2 Seconds

MANUAL
2 Hours

Add sender to mailbox 
blacklist

AUTOMATED
0.5 Seconds

MANUAL
0.5 Hours

Completed

AUTOMATED
Total Time
9 Seconds

MANUAL
Total Time

4 Hours

Email Malware Detection and Scrubber Automation
This use case outlines the automation we are able to provide when a known malware sender is detected via email. 

SOCAutomation is able to scan mailboxes, forward any suspicious files to a sandboxer, block the affected email and 
add the sender to a mailbox blacklist without any human intervention.

Potential attack detected on 
the network

Detect the target 
machine(s)

AUTOMATED
12 Seconds

MANUAL
2 Hours

Attach machine(s) to IPS

AUTOMATED
1 Second

MANUAL
1 Hour

Quarantine the affected 
machine(s) in the IPS

AUTOMATED
0.5 Seconds

MANUAL
0.5 Hours

Completed

AUTOMATED
Total Time

13.5 Seconds

MANUAL
Total Time
3.5 Hours

Real-Time IPS Quarantine Automation
This use case outlines the automation we are able to provide when a potential attack is detected on the network. 

SOCAutomation is able to detect the targeted machine(s), attach them to the IPS that’s in place and quarantine the 
affected machine(s) to avoid further damage from happening. This automation helps prevent attacks from spreading 

by acting on them as soon as they’re discovered.

Scheduled vulnerability 
scan on network

Map important vulnerabilities 
to high gravity devices

AUTOMATED
1 Second

MANUAL
2 Hours

Use patching product to 
scan for available patches

AUTOMATED
4 Seconds

MANUAL
1 Hour

Deploy available patches to 
devices

AUTOMATED
5 Seconds

MANUAL
3 Hours

Scan for patching results and 
send report to asset manager

AUTOMATED
2 Seconds

MANUAL
3 Hours

Completed

AUTOMATED
Total Time

12 Seconds

MANUAL
Total Time

9 Hours

Vulnerability and Patch Automation
This use case outlines the automation process we are able to provide around vulnerability and patch management. 

SOCAutomation is able to trigger vulnerability scans on demand, map important vulnerabilities to important devices, 
scan for missing patches, deploy the patches, and report on the outcome in a matter of seconds.
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For more information on everything SOCAutomation has to offer, including how it works and 
how else it can help your team, please visit our website at www.socautomation.com


